
Does punctuation matter?  
Never mind the punctuation, look at our low prices 

 
 
 

ENGLISH READING 
NEWSPAPER ARTICLES 

  

1 VOCABULARY 
 

Complete the sencente with a suitable word. Translate the word into German.  

a) She sells vegetables from a _______________________ in the market. --> _______________________ 

b) When texting, you ______________________ words to make them shorter.--> ____________________ 

c) A ______________________ is a green vegetable often eaten with rice or meat. --> _______________ 

d) When texting, rules of spelling go out of the _________________________. --> ___________________ 

e) The Oxford Dictionary of English carried out some ____________________ into how British people use 

the apostrophe. --> _________________________ 

f) A _____________________ is about half a kilo. --> ________________________ 

g) You´ll have to type this letter again. It´s _____________________ with mistakes.--> _______________ 

h) If Paul Oakley misuses the apostrophe on his signs, some of his customers will _________________ out 

the mistake. --> _________________________ 

 
Translate the following words and make a sentence using the word. 

the stall   

to be concerned with   

commonplace   

to advertise sth   

relevant   

the defender   

to insist on sth   

to depend on sth   

 
Transform the words. 

to insist on ➨ noun  

the parent ➨ adjective  

 



 

to abbreviate ➨ noun  

indifferent ➨ noun  

the misuse ➨ verb  

to be concerned with ➨ noun  

to spell ➨ noun  

relevant ➨ noun  

 

2 MATCH THE SENTENCES 

 

1  Alan Old and Tony Hassan say their 

customers....   

 A  ....now rely on computer programs to correct their 

spelling. 

2  Danny Wilson says grammar...  B  ...get all his signs right. 

3  Caroline Willson suggests that...  C  ...are more interested in prices than correct grammar. 

4  Gill Wilson is worried that...  D  ...you make a bad impression if your grammar is poor. 

5  Paul Oakley takes the time to...  E  ...is irrelevant when you send a text message. 

6  Brenda Humphreys points out that children...  F  ...too many children never learn correct grammar. 

 

3 DISCUSSION 

 

1. British children never study grammar at school and you do not lose marks in most UK exams if 

you make a mistake in spelling or grammar. What do you think of this? Would you prefer it this 

way? 

2. Do we need punctuation in an age of text messaging and e-mails? And if we do need these rules, 

who should decide what is right and wrong? 

3. Is it important to know the rules of spelling and punctuation when you speak a language? Or is 

Danny Wilson right when he says Grammar is not that important, nobody really takes any notice?  

4. How well do you know the grammar of your mother tongue? 

5. Do you judge people by the way they use grammar? 

6. Do you like the idea that language can be anything you want it to be? 

 

 

 

 


